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Summer School  

Court Residences as Places of Exchange in Late 
Medieval and Early Modern Europe (II)  

Madrid, Spain 
4–14 July 2013  

Organized by ESF Research Networking Programme PALATIUM  Fundación Carlos de Amberes 
In collaboration with Patrimonio Nacional Casa de Velázquez   

Aim of the Summer School This second PALATIUM summer school will focus on the late medieval and early modern European court residence or ‘palace’ in an interdisciplinary perspective. The world of the courts 1400–1750 constituted a network of truly European scale and international character, but its architecture is only rarely studied in its connectivity. Here the ‘palace’ is seen as a place for cultural exchange. Human interaction in this space is regulated and codified by a set of rules, known as the ‘ceremonial’. The interaction between palace architecture (tangible), including its interior decorations and stately collections, and the ceremonial (intangible, but known through a set of tangible testimonials of different types, written and visual) is one of the key issues this summer school aims to address. The palace’s space and form carry multiple connotations. To the informed observer they represent power, lineage, and tradition versus innovation. The decoding of this system of signs necessitates input not only of architectural and art historians, but also of various other disciplines, such as archaeology, social history, politics, literature, theatre and music. Important questions that will be addressed in this summer school are focused upon the sovereignty’s space and its rituals. Of crucial importance in the ceremonial and spatial organization of the residences were the etiquette and settings used for the official confrontation between different courts at diplomatic receptions of foreign princes, ambassadors and other distinguished visitors. How was the spatial order and hierarchy of rooms, leading from the entrance of the residence to the audience hall or the stage for stately banquets? How were the different levels of distance or closeness to the nucleus of power visually expressed? What was the relationship between the state rooms and the private sections of the residence?  In connection with the previous questions the iconography of the residence’s exterior and interiors will also be discussed, especially the display of lineage, kinship, and tradition. Claims of age‐old and noble origin were of vital symbolic and identity‐creating value for several European courts, regardless of political status and size. Were particular iconographic meanings expressed in relation to specific local or regional circumstances? Were the symbolic values displayed only in the 
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P R O V I S I O N A L  P R O G R A M M E

more public areas, or were less accessible parts of the residence also the object of significant iconographic programs? Which role had art collections here?  The lectures at the summer school will deal especially with residences linked with Habsburg Court Networks. The field trips will focus on the most relevant examples in the Spanish Court and its satellite residences in the surrounding areas. The summer school aims at stimulating exchanges of knowledge and experience by offering lectures by historians, architectural historians and art historians. It is open to Research MA students and PhD’s in these disciplines from all nationalities, so as to mirror the international network of courts that is being examined.  
Provisional Programme  Thursday  4 July Arrival of participants. Introductory session at the Fundación Carlos de Amberes.  Friday  5 July Field trip to Segovia, Valsaín and La Granja. Subject: Architectural evolution of royal residences from the 15th to the early 17th century.  Saturday  6 July Lectures on Madrid as a new capital. Visit to the models of Madrid at the 

Museo Municipal de Madrid (morning session). Field trip to the palace of El Pardo: Hunting and pleasure residences (afternoon session).  Sunday  7 July Day off. Optional visit to the Royal Palace. Monday  8 July Lectures on composite residences: royal apartments, sacred and ceremonial spaces, royal pantheons, colleges, and knowledge repositories (venue: Fundación Carlos de Amberes) (morning session). Visit to some of these sacred foundations: Monastery of Reales Descalzas, Monastery of 
Encarnación, Church of San Antonio de los Alemanes; and Chapel of 
the Bishop (afternoon session). Tuesday  9 July Field trip to the Royal Monastery of San Lorenzo de El Escorial and to 
La Fresneda. Wednesday 10 July Lectures on painting and artistic decoration of royal residences: portraits, history, devotion and symbolic culture (venue: Casón del Buen Retiro and Museo del Prado). Thursday  11 July Field trip to Toledo and Aranjuez. Visit to the Hospital Tavera (Nobility Section of the National Historical Archive) and the Alcázar. Lectures on symbolical capital and multi‐culturality; double capitals (morning session). Visit to Aranjuez, palace and gardens (afternoon session). Friday  12 July Lectures on spaces for court recreation and festivals (venue: Fundación Carlos de Amberes). Tour in Madrid visiting: Los Jerónimos, Carrera de 
S. Jerónimo, Lope de Vega’s House, Plaza Mayor, La Panadería, 
former playhouses (corrales de comedias), Armería-Plaza de 
Palacio. Saturday  13 July Field trip to Guadalajara and Alcalá de Henares: nobility residences (Palace of Infantado and their family pantheon) (morning session). Discussion of the topics chosen for the papers (venue: Casa de Velázquez) (afternoon session). Sunday  14 July End of the summer school. 
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Stay in Madrid The Fundación Carlos de Amberes will make reservations for students from outside Spain to stay in the Casa de Velázquez (calle Paul Guinard 3, 28040 Madrid), a center of research and residence for postgraduate scholars (single rooms, breakfast included, free Wifi facilities, library and swimming pool). The lectures will take place in:  • Auditorium, Fundación Carlos de Amberes (calle Claudio Coello 99, 28006 Madrid):              www.fcamberes.org  • Center of Studies, Casón del Buen Retiro, Museo del Prado (calle Alfonso XII 28, 28014 Madrid):   www.museodelprado.es  • Casa de Velázquez (calle Paul Guinard 3, 28040 Madrid):   www.casadevelazquez.org  
Preparation, Paper and Credits (ECTS) Students will get a list of articles and books to read in advance, so as to arrive well prepared. Lively participation in the discussions in class as well as in situ will be encouraged. Afterwards all participants must write a paper of ca. 5000 words on a topic of their own choice, related to the summer school (which may also refer to court artists, court collections, etc.). This paper will have to be submitted by 1 September 2013. Those who follow the whole course, including the final paper, will receive a credit of 5 ECTS.  
Costs Participation in the summer school is free. Those who are accepted will enjoy free lectures and excursions. For participants from outside Madrid this includes also a free stay at the Casa de Velázquez (breakfast included). Participants will have to pay their own travel to Madrid, as well as their own food and beverages.  
How to Apply? The summer school is open to everyone, but is specifically aimed at master students and doctoral students in history, architectural history, art history, archaeology, or related disciplines. The number of participants that can be accepted is limited (around 20 people). Applications are invited by 5 May 2013. Your application must be submitted by e‐mail and should include your full contact details, a letter of motivation, the topic of the paper you propose to write, and a short curriculum vitae. All applications must be in English, which will be the working language of the summer school. Candidates from outside Spain must submit their application to the PALATIUM coordinator Dr. Pieter Martens (pieter.martens@asro.kuleuven.be), with a copy to Professor Bernardo J. García García (bernardo@fcamberes.org). Candidates from Spanish universities should submit their application directly to Professor Bernardo J. García García (bernardo@fcamberes.org).      


